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Minutes of Annual Meeting of Blackshaw Parish on Monday 24th May 2021
Present: Councillors Lacey (Chair), Lomax, Bowen, Tiler-Ansell, Patterson and King and 12

members of the public.

1. Welcome

2. Cllr Lacey presented the Annual Report from the Vice-Chair of the Parish Council (the previous Chair 
having been ill for some time) and noted that it was distributed to all parishioners in the parish 
newsletter.  Attached.

3. Speaker:  Adrian Horton from Slow the Flow. Had a really busy year, despite lockdown. Hardcastle Crags
-are working towards opening volunteering there as soon as appropriate. 620 leaky dams already 
created in last 4 or 5 years. Lots of media interest and publicity. Volunteer Your Land is a new campaign
in conjunction with CMBC, which is an appeal to people to consider using natural flood management on
their land. Around 20 schemes completed or underway, with 70 under consideration.  Showed video of 
example of water attenuation in Pecket Well, and what can be achieved on small bits of land. Grants 
available to fund similar schemes. Another project was opportunities identified for Sustainable Drainage 
Systems (SUDS), including things like water butts, permeable driveways, tree planting etc.  A recent 
report indicated that 2 billion square metres of land could be attenuated if everyone took some form of 
SDS. Also achieved full charitable status this year, and are working on amending policies eg on 
dredging. Other activities include a new Penny Eastwood bursary. Adrian then outlined how to get 
involved. Question regarding the outcomes/results of the work, to which Adrian responded that it was 
difficult to measure. A further question regarding bringing old dams and upland reservoirs back into use 
– some of these would be prohibitively expensive largely due to size. 

4.  Discussion on the new project at Callis Mill with Aid Todd from What is Drum. 
Aim is to create a space for music and rhythm for vulnerable young people and adults. Have changed 
the content somewhat since the beginning, due in part to Blackshaw PC getting in touch to outline local 
concerns. Now looking at doing lots of different art forms including street theatre, connecting with 2040 
agenda (collection of positive projects addressing the five major challenges of the age). But do also 
need to make some noise to be able to carry out the project.  Exploring how to alter the building for 
sound protection. Have done a sound- check and realised they need more than double-glazing for 
acoustic glass, specifically for sound-proofing. As a CIC they can't apply for funding in the first year – so
further improvements will need to wait.  Looking at lost of different fundraising opportunities eg asking 
people to sponsor a window.  They are going to do a trial run for noise purposes and measure impact of
20 or so drummers with a decibel reader – planned for 6th June. Need feedback from local people on 
this please.  Building materials have been changed a little already. Noisy drumming would only be – 
Monday daytimes and Wednesday evening. Using a little bit of land on other side of river for community
growing projects for people with disabilities. The mill would be available for artistic projects (but is not 
really a community centre). Will run events at the weekend, and not every event will be noisy – no 
dance music for example. Live bands would be more cabaret style and not beyond 11pm. Workshops 
on other weekends, involving musicians from all over the world. Perhaps used for the odd wedding. 
Question from member of public who lives up the hill – explained that noise bounces around hills.  
Support expressed for what sounds like exciting project and glad the project seem willing to address 
concerns at such an early stage.  Asked about process to go through – planning/ environmental health 
– are there decibel levels not to exceed, for example.  Aid explained that they were only just starting 
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planning process as originally they hadn't planned to take on the whole building.  There will be a change
of use application for such as small number of offices, therapy room, recording studio as well as the 
rehearsal space and they will need a noise management plan. Aid was thanked for his input and it wsa 
agreed feedback from noise test can be sent via the Clerk.

5.  Discussion on Parish involvement in the Slow Ways initiative (Neil Diment).  We've all done more 
walking and appreciated the countryside more in lockdown. Slow Ways is the Brainchild of Dav Graven-
Ellison, who is a geographer – wanted to create a network – line of routes joining the population 
centres.  The routes are well marked for vehicles, but much less so for pedestrians wishing to travel 
between destinations.  Idea is to make it easy, way-mark, so that no map is needed. Try to create a 
national network of walking routes connecting towns, villages and cities using existing footpaths and 
rights of way.  Got several hundred volunteers to establish many networks. So for example, if you arrive
in Blackshawhead, then there'll be paths to Tod, Hebden and other locations. Can go on website and 
use the existing routes. But the project is seeking people to give routes a rating, leave a review for 
others, and to upload photos – verifying the virtual network of routes that has been established. Agreed 
that PC can support in variety of ways – will aim to pass a formal motion next meeting, and support the 
initiative in other ways. 

6. Cllr Lacey briefly updated on progress on roads and traffic issues in the parish, on which there had been 
no movement since that last report. She will continue to push for action and expressed disappointment 
that the 20mph zone is still not in progress.

7. Cllr Lacey and the Clerk updated on progress with the cycling on footpaths issue – minutes of these two 
groups are circulated.

8. Roger Butterworth has reported that the Chairman donated to the Chapel Christmas Fundraising for 
NHC Action for Children, purchased the Christmas gifts for over 80s in the Parish, and the balance was 
donated to Cancer Research. 

9. Open forum to discuss other matters of public concern including a proposal to increase cultural diversity 
in the parish. Member of public raised issue of cultural diversity. She talked about a visit by a muslim 
family, who commented that they didn't feel like they would fit into the area. She felt that this was sad 
and it was everyone's responsibility to try and ensure wider cultural diversity. Clerk commented that it 
was somewhat beyond the capacity of the PC to take action on encouraging families of different 
ethnicities to buy or rent in the parish. However suggestion to ask Finn about Together We Grow doing 
something at the Fete?  Anpther  idea  was to hold an event at the Chapel, and invite the refugee 
groups, and other groups?  Hold at the Newdie perhaps. Member of public noted that she was unable to
organise anything, but was happy to be the person to whom any ideas can be communicated in the first
instance. 

10. Date of next Annual Parish Meeting May 2022

Signed Helen Lacey 24th May  2021

Councillor Helen Lacey

(Chair of Blackshaw Parish Council)
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